
PTU Trend Jumper, a high-frequency system that claims to be a ‘genetically-modified’ scalping method 

that cuts the risk while turbo-charging results and is billing itself as a ‘revolution’ to the way full and part 

time traders operate has caught attention of http://TrendJumperReview.com ’s Stan Stevenson, 

prompting an investigative review. 

“Trend Jumper trading software is highly based on live price action, detecting patterns on the fluctuating 

market, and telling you when the reward potential is high and the risk is still low, because it’s like a 

loophole on the live price action,” reports Stevenson. “This versatile and highly effective approach to 

trading has some very unique things going for it.  It can be used for day trading and swing trading and 

works across many markets; futures, Forex, stocks, and ETFs.  It is a very simple single chart approach to 

trading, and is a pure price action play.  There are very few indicators and the indicators that are only 

used to identify the best ’places’ on the chart to make profitable trades.” 

The whole idea behind the Premier Trader University's Trend Jumper is to find nearby levels of support 

and resistance to “jump” off for quick and immediate profits.  It is simple to apply and the method 

attaches to any chart.  While time based charts are available, the program works best on either tick 

charts or the daily charts for those who like to swing trade Forex. Tick charts will supply more trading 

opportunities and the daily charts offer setups occasionally.  Novice traders can hit the ground running 

with PTU Trend Jumper because as an owner, they get fully tested trade plans and training to keep them 

ahead of the learning curve.  Even so, the learning curve is not too steep and they should have no 

problem applying this method. 

“Our Trend Jumper review shows that it seeks to find newly formed support and resistance areas on the 

chart from which to ‘jump’ off.  Its unique and dynamic trade profiling approach leads to high 

percentage targets with the minimal amount of risk exposure.  Moreover, every trade has a very 

favorable risk: reward ratio.  The setups put the odds in your favor on every trade,” says Stevenson. 

“Trend Jumper is a jaw-dropping, easy to learn strategy that’s actually fun to trade. It is based on price 

action and utilizes dynamic support and resistance levels.  When the price action indicates a high 

probability trade is present, the program sets you up with entries, stops, and targets, all displayed on 

the chart.” 

“The Trend Jumper will put you on the right side of the significant moves that occur on every time 

frame. This versatile approach to trading makes it easy to trade numerous markets and time frames with 

‘plug and play’ ease.  It can be traded as a simple single position approach but also has built into it, the 

ability to trade multiple positions, to scale in and out, and to take full advantage of the best moves in 

the market, when they happen. When you team up high percentage accurate targets with a favorable 

risk: reward ratio, and smart and simple trade rules, then great things start to happen; mainly, 

consistently profitable trades, which is what the Trend Jumper does!” 

Those wishing to purchase Trend Jumper, or for more information, click here 

http://trendjumperreview.com/go/TrendJumper   

To access a comprehensive Trend Jumper review, http://trendjumperreview.com/trend-jumper-review-

work  


